Adeno-retroviral chimeric viruses as in vivo transducing agents.
Several hybrid viral gene transfer systems have been described that exploit the favorable features of the two parent viral species. We have developed a hybrid adeno-retroviral vector system to generate a retroviral vector in situ. The system consists of adenoviruses encoding MoMLV gag.pol (Axtet.gag.pol), the VSV-G viral envelope (Axtet.VSV-G), the retroviral vector LXSN expressing the neomycin phosphotransferase gene (AV-LXSN) and a transcriptional regulator to control expression of gag.pol and envelope (AV-rtTA). In vitro, biologically active retroviral vector preparations were generated following adeno-retroviral transduction of 9L rat glioma cells. In vivo the transcomplementing adeno-retroviruses were co-administered intratumorally into subcutaneous 9L glioma tumors in rats and human A375 melanoma xenografts in nude mice. In the 9L rat model, G418 cell cultures were only obtained when 9L cells were harvested from tumors injected with all four transcomplementing adeno-retroviruses. Molecular analysis of DNA extracted from 9L G418 populations derived both in vitro and in vivo showed appropriate integration of the LXSN proviral sequence. Tumor cells were harvested 1, 3 and 4 weeks after adeno-retrovirus administration to the human A375 xenografts. The percentage of G418 colonies recovered from tumors transduced with all of the transcomplementing adeno-retroviruses increased with time, whereas no increase was observed in tumors transduced with AV-LXSN alone. DNA extracted from G418 A375 cell populations showed the presence of integrated proviral sequences only in animals that received the full complement of adeno-retroviruses. These results demonstrate that adenoviral vectors expressing transcomplementing genes for retroviral proteins and retroviral vector RNAs can be used for in situ transduction of target cells.